There is a need for automatic diagnosis of certain diseases from medical images that could help medical practitioners for further assessment towards treating the illness. Alzheimers disease is a good example of a disease that is often misdiagnosed. Alzheimers disease (Hear after referred to as AD), is caused by atrophy of certain brain regions and by brain cell death and is the leading cause of dementia and memory loss [1]. MRI scans reveal this information but atrophied regions are different for different individuals which makes the diagnosis a bit more trickier and often gets misdiagnosed [1, 13]. We believe that our approach to this particular problem would improve the assessment quality by pre-flagging the images which are more likely to have AD. We propose two solutions to this; one with transfer learning [9] and other by BellCNN [14], a custom made Convolutional Neural Network (Hear after referred to as CNN). Advantages and disadvantages of each approach will also be discussed in their respective sections.
INTRODUCTION
AD is a neurological disorder that causes memory loss and dementia and It is mainly observed in elderly individuals over the age of 60 but can also be caused by concussions or traumatic brain injuries cases rendering an individual unable to perform daily tasks necessary for ones survival. It is also considered as a neurodegenerative type of dementia [1, 13] . There are a few ways to diagnose and detect the disease manually, such as examination of MRI scans and MMSE scores; these manual tests can also be expressed in terms of CDR [2, 3] . But identifying distinctions between AD brain and a normal functioning brain in elderly individuals over the age of 75 is difficult because they share similar brain patterns and image intensities [13] . 
DATA ACQUISITION
The dataset being used is obtained from OASIS which openly provides the relevant data containing cross-sectional MRI scans for demented and non-demented individuals ranging from the age of 18 years to 96 years. The dataset consists of 416 subjects, all of which are right handed. The dataset comprises of standardized T1-weighted Images; from which 100 subjects have mild to moderate dementia and 198 subjects which are all over the age of 60. To avoid overfitting the dataset also includes 218 non-demented subjects from the age group of 18 to 59 years. The dataset also has 98 elderly subjects over the age of 60 with no dementia and an CDR of 0. For demented class of individuals, CDR scores are as shown in table.
We will use processed images provided within the dataset to train our model but some pre-labeling is also required; labeling done on the basis of CDR = 0 indicating no dementia and CDR > 0 indicating dementia. Some of the data is preserved as a test dataset. The additional data presented in the accompanying CSV file will be used to gain some insight and metadata about the dataset which would support the data wrangling process.
TECHNOLOGIES

Convolutional Neural Network:
CNNs are mainly used for graphical data in recognition, processing of images. These are inspired by the human visual systems and were created by Yann LeCun [5, 6] . The input image is broken down into smaller chunks known as local receptive fields. CNN comes with 3 main layers each having a specific function to perform namely, convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer. Convolutional layer (Here after referred to as CL) has set of learnable filters that can be applied on input images. It also consists of 3 dimensions and spatial portions [8] . Each operation requires 4 hyper parameters: K, number of filters; Vector of weights to be applied to input image, F, their spatial extent; 3 Dimensions-width, height and depth. S, the size of stride; Amount of displacement for the filter, in pixels. P, the amount of (zero) padding; It control dis-proportionate input to fit the filter.
Application of filter or a convolution operation involves Shift, Scale, Rotate, Other transformations. To find patterns, CNN takes input images as W 1 * H 1 * D 1 .
Then it outputs Next image as:
While CL handles image filtration, Pooling layer (Here after referred to as PL) deals with reducing the sample size and controlling overfitting. It is usually placed between CL and Fully connected layer (Here after referred to as FCL); which is a classic neural network with every node interconnected with every other node [5, 6, 13] . Rectified Linear unit (Here after referred to as RELU) function is used to obtain the unsigned segments in the input space. In CNNs we will use them as our activation function. RELUs also have a distinguishable advantage; that it does not require the input to be normalized which stops them from becoming saturated.
Tensorflow:
Tensorflow is an open Source Deep Learning API, it was Developed by Googles Google-Brain Team. It Uses 3-D Data-store instead of a Vector, Known as Tensor, Tensor stores more amount of data in one go. Tensorflow require users to create a Network graph, and the tensor variables flow in that graph, hence the name Tensorflow, Tensorflow also provides pre-trained CNN known to everyone as Inception [7, 8, 9 ], which makes transfer learning possible for people who do not have GPUs available with them for High performance computing (Here after referred to as HPC). Tensorflow is highly scalable and can be ported to other platforms for inference and deployment; as internally it runs on low level programming languages such as C++. Tensorflow Model once trained, doesnt require HPC as the learned features are preserved.
Tensorflow does this by using protocol buffers, often referred as protobuffs with a (.pb) extension. Essentially, they are a way to store information about graphs in the form of network structure and weights; we can easily obtain protobuffs by freezing a working tensorflow graph [7] . Creating visualizations in tensorflow is done through tensorboard. It is a utility used with training summaries to create visualizations like graphs, histograms and other similar techniques of visual representation. Training summaries are stored in a file while training the model, they contain information such as training step, accuracy, loss and other useful parameters [7] .
PROPOSED SYSTEMS
Transfer Learning:
Transfer Learning (Here after referred to as TL) is a process of utilizing a ML model which is trained for different purpose on different data. TL does this by retraining the frozen model on the data you wish to work on. The thing to notice here is that only the FL and The final layer is optimized for the new data, not the entire model. So its highly likely that the model on some occasions will miss and give out an incorrect result [8, 9] .
In our scenario, we will use Tensorflow for poets; which allows us to retrain and repurpose two different kinds of models namely Inception and MobileNet; with an exact same procedure [9] . While retraining it computes bottlenecks for every image; Bottlenecking in Tensorflow is a technique similar to memoization which helps reduce redundant computations. The FL is optimized on these new images and final regression layer is adjusted according to the specification; here in our case, It consists of a binary outcome. These retrained graphs can be frozen as a protobuff (.pb) file and reused with desired deployment strategy. Results: We randomly picked 4 images from the testing set which our model had never seen before, 2 of which were of AD patients and 2 of the images were of control group. Both models were fed with one of each category of images for inference and for outputting their associated confidence scores as a result.
Following figure shows the cross entropy, at beginning the cross entropy for MobileNet, was as high as 4 and for Inception, it was greater than 0.5. With the optimization performed at the end of each epoch consistently reduced the cross entropy over the training period; resulting in the cross entropy of less close to 0 for MobileNet and less than 0.1 from 6000th step of the training. Following figure shows the accuracy, with the optimization performed at the end of each epoch, consistently increased the accuracy over the training period; resulting in the accuracy of more than 96% for the retrained Inception model and the accuracy more than 99% for the MobileNet model from 6000th step of the training. After achieving satisfactory accuracy, we froze both of the models as protobuff files with their parameters in order to preserve the learned features and graph structure, accompanied by their associated bottlenecks and training summaries. The models were then loaded for final execution/ inference purpose.
Inference on Inception: For a random AD test sample, It gave out satisfactory scores. 
BellCNN:
Data preprocessing: Data wrangling is the foundation of our efforts through which weve obtained a usable set of training and testing data. Weve created randomized arrays of the image data which are saved as numpy arrays with one-hot encoding in order to train the model to have a binary decision as an ouput.
Model architecture: Our Model architecture of BellCNN takes inspiration from the shape of the Bell Curve in Gaussian distribution [14] . Our first CL starts with 32 filters, followed by a CL with 64 filters, followed by a CL with 128 filters, followed by a CL with 64 filters, and followed by the final CL with 32 filters; each CL is accompanied by a PL (Max), All CLs and PLs were used with RELU as a primary activation function. After the final CL-PL, We propagate the results through an FL of 1024 nodes with a dropout rate of 80% (0.8) with SoftMax as the activation function in order to facilitate the binary classification done by the Final layer consisting of 2 nodes. And at the end, we iterated, optimized and trained our model with Adam optimizer [11] .
1. Load model graph of BellCN N 2. Reshape X, Set input X 3. Set target Y 4. Set epochs to N 5. T ake snapshots and write summaries with P intervals Weve set the dropout rate to 0.8, meaning that in a randomized manner, every node will get activated only 80% of the time and is turned off 20% of the time. After performing dropout regularization on FL, we needed to optimize the error with a gradient descent optimizer. We chose adam optimizer instead of usual stochastic gradient descent algorithm, because of its adaptive nature. It computes adaptive learning rates for parameters from the n-2 and n-1 moments of the gradient resulting in better optimization when compared to the stochastic method [11] . Results: We trained our model for more than 100 epochs with each epoch consisting of 7 batches and found that from 500th step our model was consistently giving good results.
Following figure shows the loss, at beginning the loss was as high as 60%, with the optimization performed at the end of each epoch consistently reduced the loss over the training period; resulting in the loss of less than 10% from 500th step of the training. The loss was calculated by the categorical cross entropy method which is an efficient way of calculating loss in binary categories between predictions obtained and targets expected. This loss factor is taken into account by adam optimizer while updating weights and biased during the execution of back propagation.
Following figure shows the accuracy, with the optimization performed at the end of each epoch, consistently increased the accuracy over the training period; resulting in the accuracy of more than 95% from 500th step of the training.
After achieving satisfactory accuracy, we froze the model as a protobuff file with its parameters in order to preserve the learned features and graph structure. The model was then loaded for final execution/ inference purpose.
We had randomly picked 9 images from the testing set which our model had never seen before, 3 of which were of AD patients and rest of the images were of control group. Because of the dropout regularization and efficient data wrangling; we accurately predicted all of the test samples and obtained a more generalized model that can classify images of AD subjects with minimal error. 
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
There are few difficulties faced by researchers such as: Resource heavy models, Expensive GPUs/ Cloud instances, Reliability of data. Among these difficulties, data is of utmost Importance; because bad data results into bad learning. Thus, correct and efficient data-wrangling is crucial. We used OASIS as our data source, so the reliability of our models are tied to the origin of our data source.
Accuracy of the retrained Inception and MobileNet models is subject to scrutiny; as transfer learning should not be used in medical applications due to irregularities and a hidden potential of mishaps. Models obtained by transfer learning are also subject to influence by foreign input spaces. The better solution is to build the model from ground up dedicated to a single application. BellCNN does give acceptable results in terms of identification of AD and It is less likely to be influenced by a foreign input space.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that the proposed system has an ability to effectively pre-diagnose AD. And as this system is built on Tensorflow, we can scale our model to production instantly. Future work of this project aims to port and integrate the system to MRI devices and make the current system more usable. This goal, if achieved will also reduce the delay caused due to two independent systems having to manually inter-operate to get the same outcome.
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